Professional and Managed Services

Binary Tree powers enterprise transformations. The company’s award-winning software and services help companies modernize email, directories and applications by moving and integrating them to the Microsoft cloud. Binary Tree mitigates the risk of downtime, delays and budget overruns that often come with complex transformation projects in large organizations. It understands enterprise migration requirements go well beyond the needs of small companies.

Binary Tree’s experts deliver low-risk, successful IT transformations. The company’s business-first approach helps plan, move and manage the transformation process from end to end so clients stay focused on their core businesses. Since 1993, the company has transformed more than 9,000 global clients and 46 million users, including 9.5 million users to Office 365.

Plan a Predictable Project
A great way to power through the planning phase is to partner with someone who’s done this before. Our global, in-house teams have enterprise migrations down to a science. We can help you check the right boxes and get ready to migrate your email, applications, and directories, including to or within the cloud. Our assessments help you to identify common problems before starting a migration. Remediating any issues found during these assessments can shorten your timeframe, prevent budget overruns and minimize the impact of the transition process on your users.

Move Automatically without Impacting Your End-Users
We can move your email and data automatically, securely and minimize any disruptions to your users. Depending on the size of your move, this phase could take weeks or even months. We can establish coexistence between the source and target environments so that your users can keep working during the move.

Manage the Process at Every Step
If you’re like most organizations whose IT teams are stretched a bit thin, you might need a bit of help with this level of oversight. This is a great opportunity to engage a seasoned partner like Binary Tree to manage the project from end-to-end. We can plan your project, move your data, and even train your users. All the while, you stay focused on your core business.

PLAN
› Environment Assessments: Insight into the health of your Active Directory or Notes environment

MOVE
› Migration-as-a-Service: A low-stress approach as experts handle your migration
› Domino Application Services: Migrate and retire legacy Domino applications

MANAGE
› Domino on Azure: A managed service for moving Domino servers to the Azure cloud
› End User Services: Solutions for Help Desk, Productivity and Onboarding management
› Notes Integration Assurance: A thorough assessment of free/bust integration performance across platforms
Plan

Active Directory Assessment
The Active Directory Assessment provides critical insight of the current state and health of Active Directory, especially as it pertains to an Office 365 deployment. Spend 2-4 times less doing a migration by conducting a thorough AD Assessment up front.

Notes Assessment
Designed to provide you with the insight and guidance to properly prepare your IBM Notes / Domino environment for a migration to Exchange on-premises, to the Office 365 cloud, or to a hybrid deployment.

Move

Migration-as-a-Service
Migration-as-a-Service is a low-stress, full-service approach to migrations. You can stay focused on your core business while Binary Tree handles your migration from end to end. Binary Tree offers Migration-as-a-Service for any migrations that involve IBM Notes/Domino, SharePoint, Exchange, and even Office 365.

Domino Application Services
Domino Application Services create a clear and realistic approach for legacy application transformation. You will save time and money—not to mention gaining a more efficient migration—by enabling all collaboration and communication applications to be evaluated and transformed, where applicable, to the new platform.

Manage

Domino on Azure
Domino on Azure, a managed service, enables you to significantly reduce your costs to maintain a Domino infrastructure by moving your Domino servers to the Microsoft Azure Cloud.

End User Services
End-User Services brings peace of mind to companies undergoing a technology migration or transformation by offering assistance to your end-users. With End-User Services, you gain a help center for employees to call 24/7 with questions to guide them through new technology. These vital services enable companies to experience higher adoption rates and more productive employees.

Notes Integration Assurance
Notes Integration Assurance is a thorough assessment of existing free/busy integration for Binary Tree Notes Integration | CMT users to gain a more efficient, integrated environment. These periodic checks help keep your integration performing at its best. They can help make sure that your tools don’t slow or stop, which keeps your organization productive.

THE BINARY TREE ADVANTAGE

› A Microsoft Gold Partner in Cloud Productivity, Messaging and Application Development
› More than 26 years of experience with migrations and transformations for enterprise organizations
› Migrated more than 9,000 clients and 46 million users, including 9.5 million to Office 365
› Member of the strategic Microsoft Enterprise Cloud Alliance
› 2014 Messaging Microsoft Partner of the Year
› Unparalleled support and services for a high quality, customer-focused experience
› ISO 27001 certified for assurance of quality and security
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